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Harvard← referencing style for Routes 
and most common style of referencing in 

geography  

Other styles: APA and MLA 8 (don’t 
worry too much about these)
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Types of referencing



Include a reference list of cited works at 
the end of the document and in-text 

citations in (author, date) format

There are slight variations in how 
Harvard is applied. Please use this guide 

for submitting work to Routes 3

Harvard referencing



How to use in-text citations?
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In-text citations should be included when you have directly quoted or drawn on an 
idea of another author(s). 
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How to reference? In-text citationsIn-text citations

Example

Paraphrasing an author(s)
Massey (2005) argues that space is not a pre-made container in which life plays out
Directly quoting an author(s)
Massey argues ‘a space is not a container for always already-constituted identities’ (2005: 12)
Citation at the end of the sentence 
It has been argued that ‘space is not a container for always already-constituted identities’ (Massey, 
2015: 12)
1) Note: use single quotation marks (double marks are used for quoting speech or 

quotations within quotations e.g. ‘XYZ “X” XYZ’
2) You don’t need to use p. when you indicate page numbers in the in-text citations
3) When you quote from a text you should put the date and the page number in 

brackets after the quote, not before



Two authors e.g. (Krishnan and Noxolo, 2020)

Three or more authors - use first author + et al. e.g. (Krishnan et al., 2020)

You don’t need to include an author's first name unless you use citations by 
different authors with the same surname. In which case, use the initial of the first 
name to make the distinction clear e.g. (H. Lorimer, 2020) (J. Lorimer 2020) 

- Try to avoid lengthy quotes from a single author. If you do, quotes of more 
than three lines should be indented, and don’t need quotation marks
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Multi-authored pieces and long 
quotes



If two books/ journals/ websites etc have stated the same idea you should include 
them all in your in-text citation e.g. (Barad, 2012; Hird, 2009) (separate with a 
semicolon)

If you wish to quote an author who has written two or more pieces of work in the 
same year, distinguish each piece by using a, b, c etc. You can choose which 
submissions are allocated which letter. Be sure to show the correspondence 
between the letter and the full citation in the reference list. E.g (Clark, 2007a, 
2007b, 2007c; Jazeel, 2010)
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Multiple authors in one bracket 



No author

Use the organisation responsible for the writing (e.g. United Nations) and if this is 
not available, use the title in italics 

(A study of hazard management in Iceland, 2020)

No date

Use n.d. in place of the year (e.g. Daley, n.d.: 23)
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No author or date



Footnotes are used for adding further explanatory detail or offering a source which 
is not particularly key to the reference list such as a reference to a particular place 
where you found a statistic 

Footnotes are not places for your references in the Harvard style. The references 
should appear under a references heading at the end of your work
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Footnotes



It is always better to go back the original source of a quotation rather than quoting 
a citation from another source. 

Sometimes it is acceptable to quote a secondary source e.g. the citing work has 
translated a text from a different language

You should reference this by using cited in. E.g. (Povinelli, 2016: 206, cited in 
Yusoff, 2020)
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Citing secondary sources



Creating a list of references
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At the end of each submission will typically be a list of references.

A reference list lists all the works you have cited (be sure not to miss any out)

You should include a subheading References under which you should list your 
references. Authors’ surnames should be listed alphabetically and multiple 
references by the same author should be ordered by date (newest first). 

If there is an e-version of a text and a physical copy, it is better to cite the physical 
copy
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Reference list
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Referencing books

Single author 
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An edited book

Editors 
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Citing a chapter in an edited book

Chapters within an edited book
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Citing a journal article

Journal article



Publisher: Elsevier
Name of journal: Geomorphology
Title: The 22nd March 2014 Oso 
landslide, Washington, USA
Date: 2016
Pages: 275-288
Volume: 253 (often the issue is not 
listed)
DOI: 
10.1016/j.geomorph.2015.10.022
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Example

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.geomorph.2015.10.022
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Citing a newspaper article
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Citing an image/ photograph
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Citing a film
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Citing a website



Examples
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A reference list
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In-text citations
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Reference manager
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Making your life easier

You should use a reference manager to help you 
keep track of the different texts you are reading 
and to help you format these accurately.

As you begin to write lengthier and more complex 
pieces, it becomes harder to keep track of your 
references and you will spend a lengthy amount 
of time formatting references if you do them 
manually.  A reference manager will do the 
formatting for you!

We would recommend you download Mendeley 
as it is free to use 
http://mendeley.com 

http://mendeley.com
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What does a reference manager look 
like?

See: 
https://www.mendeley.co
m/guides/desktop/01-desk
top-interface for full details

https://www.mendeley.com/guides/desktop/01-desktop-interface
https://www.mendeley.com/guides/desktop/01-desktop-interface
https://www.mendeley.com/guides/desktop/01-desktop-interface
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Import your sources into the reference 
manager 

You can drag and drop documents into your 
library 

OR

You can automatically look up a document's info 
by copying the DOI by going to FILE→ ADD 
ENTRY MANUALLY 

This saves you entering all the information 
manually (and reduces changes for human error)
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Using a reference manager 

 

1. Download the toolbar for Microsoft Word

2. Choose your citation style- Harvard… (you may have to manually tweak the formatting a little- e.g. page 
numbers)

3. Insert citation (once it’s imported into your reference manager)
4. You can edit the citation so it is in the correct format (the citation manager will even add the a,b,c if you 

include works from one author from the same year
5. Click insert bibliography for a formatted reference list to populate 
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Slide references

Images of how to cite different source types are from:
The Mendeley Support Team (/2020) Harvard Format Citation Guide. Accessed: 27th July 2020 
<https://www.mendeley.com/guides/harvard-citation-guide. >.
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Further information

Please see: 
https://georoutesuk.files.wordpress.com/2020/05/harvardreferencingguide.pdf 

https://georoutesuk.files.wordpress.com/2020/05/harvardreferencingguide.pdf

